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Abstract: This paper presents a new blind statistical 
approach based on frequency singular value 
decomposition to enhance the SNR of the full multi-
component seismic wavefield as well as separating the 
seismic primary waves. A model of wideband polarized 
seismic wavefield that are received by linear array of 
three component sensors is used as framework for 
implementing the proposed algorithm. This algorithm 
explicitly exploits the Eigen-structure of reduced 
dimensional spectral covariance matrix. The blind 
separation of first primary wave is achieved by 
projecting the first eigenvector that has the highest 
eigenvalue of this covariance matrix on the long data 
vector that contains information on all frequencies and 
all components interactions of the multicomponent 
seismic wave-field.  In addition, the experimental results 
have shown that the proposed algorithm outperforms the 
conventional separation technique in terms of accuracy 
and complexity. 
 
Index Terms:  multicomponent sensor array; wavefield 
separation; spectral matrix filtering; SVD  
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION  
 
 
 In seismic exploration, a seismic wavelet is sent to 
the earth layers and seismic wavefield is recorded by 
linear arrays of multi-component antenna due to the 
impedance mismatches between different geological 
layers [1] [14]. The recorded geophysical data is often 
contaminated by multiple interference and random 
noise. The main objective of seismic data processing 
is  to enhance the signal to noise ratio, as well as the 
identification and separation of different wave fields 
to obtain a better imaging of the earth reservoir [2].In 
case of single component sensors arrays, many 
techniques have already been developed. Firstly, 
Radon transform can be used to enhance reflection 
events in seismic wave-field [3]. Secondly, F-K 
transform technique transforms the seismic wavefield 
data into the frequency–wavenumber domain where 
the plane waves can be easily identified [4]. However, 
these two techniques as well as τ -p transform 
technique [11] in multicomponent case have poor 
performance in case of short arrays or in the presence 
of non-plane waves. The basic SVD approach to 
remove noise from seismic wavefield is given in 
[5].As multicomponent sensor arrays technology has 
been dramatically used in seismic exploration, 
particular filtering and separation techniques used for 
multicomponent seismic wavefield data profile are 
required. For example, SVD of quaternion matrices 
[1] and SVD compound with partial Independent 
Component Analysis [6] techniques are capable of 
separating such multicomponent seismic wavefield 
from contaminated noise as well as separating and 
identifying primary waves, however, these techniques 
require pre-processing step such as wave alignment. 
When filtering and wavefield separation is performed 
in the frequency domain, the method is called 
spectral-matrix filtering [12]. However, it is 
computationally expensive to diagonalize the whole 
spectral matrix. The proposed blind wavefield 
separation algorithm which is derived from MC-
WBSMF algorithm [7] [13], extends the single 
component to multi-component sensor array and 
combines the SVD with reduced dimensional spectral 
matrix. In this method the seismic wave-field data 
subspace is separated from the noise by finding a 
subspace defined by the eigenvectors relative to the 
dominant Eigen values of the reduced dimensional 
spectral matrix that issued from the recorded 
multicomponent seismic wavefield on 
multicomponent linear array of sensors. The blind 
separation of first primary wave is accomplished by 
projected the first eigenvector that has the highest 
eigenvalue of this covariance matrix on the long 
vector data that contains information on all 
frequencies and all components interactions of the 
multicomponent seismic wave-field. As a result no 
wave alignment is needed and the algorithm is less 
complex. This paper is arranged as follows. In section 
, multicomponent seismic model will be presented 
in detail. Section  presents the mathematical 
analysis of proposed algorithm. The experimental 
simulations will be shown in Section IV. 
 
II. MODELL FORMULATION 
 
Consider a uniform array shown in figure (1) that 
consist of xK  Omni-directional sensors recording 
the propagation of P waves as well as ground roll 
with xKP < . Multi-component seismic data that 
collected during tK  samples on the 
thd component 
)K.,1,(d d…=  of the 
thi  sensor )K..,1,(i x…=   
with additive noise can be written mathematically as: 
[6] 
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Where )(mx j and ijm represent the 
thP wave and 
the delay observed at thi sensor respectively. dija  is 
the attenuation of the thp wave on the thd  
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component of  the thi sensor . )(mbdi  is the additive 
random noise that supposed to be spatially white 
Gaussian ,temporally ,uncorrelated with waves and 
have an identical power spectrum.  Therefore, the 
multicomponent seismic data sets can be represented 
as multi-way arrays txd ΚΚΚ ××E㺃Y
㻜
T  
 { }txddidit tidmyy K1,K1,K1|)(== Y
㻜
T ≤≤≤≤≤≤   (2) 
 
Fig.1- Recording the seismic wavefield using a linear 
multicomponent geophones array 
 
By applying the Fourier transform to (1), the multi-
component seismic model can be represented as a set 
of instantaneous mixture of traces. 
 
fxdFT ΚΚΚ ××D㺃}Y{=Y
㻜
T㻜
                           (3)                                 
Where fK is number of frequency bins. For the sake 
of simplicity, in which it is possible to apply the 
operations of classic matrix decomposition, the 
available information in (4) can be rearranged in a 
long vector  
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Where, )( ),(),(
fKfKfK
fff zvh are vectors of size 
(K x ), which correspond to the 
thf  frequency bin of 
the signals received on each of the xK  sensors, 
respectively, on components ZVH  ,,  that 
corresponds to the polarization state of the sources P . 
The long vector that contains all the frequency bins on 
all the sensors for each component can be written as 
                   
                    bXay +=                                    (5)                                                                                  
Where 
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P)))KK((K ×fxd . 
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It can be shown from the above equations that the 
matrix X is characterized by: 
 
(1)-The direction of Arrival, of the seismic source 
( pθ ) 
(2)-The offset, corresponding to the time of 
propagation between the source and the reference 
sensor ( iτ ). 
(3)-The attenuation factor ( pα ) 
(4)-The parameter pϕ that describes the change of 
phases between ZVH  and,,  components. 
(5)-the parameter pw  corresponds to the emitted 
wavelet.  
(II) The vector Taaa ],,,[ P21 =a  corresponds to 
the random amplitude of the waves of size )1( ×P  
(III) b is the noise vector of size )1KK(K ×fxd   
 
III. BLIND SEISMIC WAVEFIELD SEPARATION 
ALGORITHM  
 
All frequencies interactions between different 
components of directional sensors can be stated in a 
multi-component covariance a spectral matrix defined 
by  
                           }{ HyyE E=                         (9)                        
 
The matrix E  has dimensions )KK(K fxd  
by )KK(K fxd , where E  is expectation operator and 
H is the transpose conjugate operation.Therefore; the 
presented multi-component covariance spectral 
matrix is composed of 2)K(K fd blocks of 
dimension xxKK . Every block characterizes the 
correlation between various directional components 
for the received waves on all sensors at different 
frequencies. So the structure of the covariance matrix 
can be expressed in the following way [10] [13]. 
z 
h
Surface waves 
v
Reflected 
waves 
    Uniform linear array
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The mono-component blocks ZZVVHH ,,, ,, EEE  are 
placed on the main diagonal of the covariance spectral 
matrix. As the  received seismic waves on the 
components ZVH ,,   are correlated, the cross-
component blocks holds information regarding to the 
interaction between the various components, as well 
as the polarization. With the aim of precise sources 
de-correlation from noise, jointly spatial and 
frequency smoothing operator can be applied to 
perform an estimation of noninvertible unity rank 
spectral covariance matrix [8] [9]. 
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Where 
sN
y of size )KK)2-((K dfsx NG =  and 
fN
y of size )KK(K dfx are corresponding to long-
vector concatenation of polarized seismic data 
received on the thsn  sub array and 
th
fn  sub band 
respectively. In terms of complexity, given that the 
computing time of the estimated spectral covariance 
matrix 
㺢
E  of dimension )( GG × is proportional to 
3G [7], as a result it is extremely excessive to 
diagonalize the whole 
㺢
E  matrix. For that reason, we 
introduce a new matrix R  of size )x( NG  that 
contains concatenated long-vectors resultant from the 
spatial and frequency smoothing [13]. 
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The estimated spectral covariance matrix can be 
written as: 
 
H
N
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The frequency singular value decomposition of R  is   
UR = H
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Where   is a pseudo diagonal matrix that holds the 
singular values of matrix R noted Nδ  . 
U and HV  are orthogonal matrices that contain 
singular vectors in their columns. The computation of 
spectral matrix in equation (14) can be written as 
follow [7]: 
 
URR =H HHH UVV                          (17)                        
            U= HH U                                  (18)                       
            HH UU=                                     (19)                        
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On the other hand, the significant reduction of 
computing the estimated spectral matrix in equation 
(15) can be written as follow: 
 
UUVRR HHH = HV                          (21)                       
           IVH= HV                                  (22)                       
           HH VV=                                      (23)                       
 
Thus; 
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From equations (13, 16, 20, 23) the eigenvectors 
matrix U  can be written as: 
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As a result, the filtering step corresponds to an 
orthogonal projection of long vector y  onto the 
eigenvectors in U that have the highest eigenvalues.  
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These eigenvectors corresponding to the signal 
subspace x
㺢
E where the eigenvectors that have lowest 
eigenvalues related to the noise subspace b
㺢
E . 
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Figure (2) shows the amplitude of P eigenvalues as 
25=N  where )2,2( == fs NN . According to 
this figure, it can be shown that the first two 
eigenvalues have the highest amplitude, where the 
first eigenvalue correspond to the first wave and the 
second eigenvalue correspond to the second wave. As 
result the 
㺢
E can be rewritten as follow: 
bxx
㺢
2,
㺢
1,
㺢㺢
EEEE ++=                                      (31) 
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Thus; 
H
x 1111,
㺢
uuE λ=                                             (34) 
 
H
x 2222,
㺢
uuE λ=                                           (35) 
    
Therefore, projecting the long vector y on the first 
eigenvector 1u , will result in obtaining the first 
primary wave. Repeatedly projecting the long vector 
y on the second eigenvector 2u , will result in 
obtaining the second primary wave as shown in 
figures (9-14). 
2
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The last steps consist of firstly, rearranging the both 
the first wave and the second wave long vector 
1wavey  and 2wavey  into tensor form as in equation 
(2). Secondly, an inverse Fourier transform is applied 
into fxd
wave
ΚΚΚ ××E㺃Y
1㻜
 and fxd
wave
ΚΚΚ ××E㺃Y
2㻜
 
respectively in order to come back to the time 
domain. In terms of complexity, the decomposition of 
RRH  matrix of size )( NN ×  rather than the one 
of size )( GG ×  where ( NG >> ) will extremely 
improve the computing time.                                            
 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS  
 
The The proposed algorithm has been tested on a 
simulated wave-field seismic data which represents a 
3C multi-component array that is composed of 20 
sensors, each of which is made up of three 
components. The first component relates to the 
geophone H, the second component related to the 
geophone V, and the third component related to the 
geophone Z. The recording time is 256 ms, 
corresponding to 128 time samples. The between 
sensor positions is 10 m. The seismic data set, is a 
three-mode dataset   128x20x3
㻜
㺃Y E that has 
polarization, distance and time modes. Two types of 
waves have been used, the first type has an infinite 
velocity and linear polarization, the second type has 
non-infinite velocity and elliptical polarization. 
Figures (3-5) show the initial multi-component 
seismic wave-field data set that recorded on the 
ZVH  and,,  components respectively. The signal 
to noise ratio is nearly equal for all components and is 
relatively low.  Figures (6-8) represents the purely 
signal subspace part separated from the noise 
subspace after applying the proposed algorithm  on 
the initial multicomponent seismic wavefield data set, 
with a spatial and frequency smoothing order equal 
two. Filtering can be obtained by projecting the initial 
data on the eigenvectors that related to the dominant  
eigen values. Figures (9-11) represent the extracted of 
first primary wave on three components respectively. 
Figures (12-14) represents the extracted of second 
primary wave on three components correspondingly. 
The Hodogram of the initial multi-component seismic 
wave field data set is presented in figure 15. It 
corresponds to the layout of the amplitude of one 
component such as (H) versus the amplitude of others 
components (V, Z) for all traces. Since the initial 
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seismic data is extremely noisy, figure (15) shows that 
it is not possible to distinguish the wave-field 
information on the Hodogram. Figures (16-17) show 
that the proposed algorithm has an excellent capability 
of separating the noise from the seismic wavefield by 
recovering both the elliptical polarization of the first 
waves as well as the linear polarization of the second 
waves. Figures (19-24) represent the effect of filtering 
on the spectrum of the seismic wave-field on the H, V 
and Z components. As it shown in Figure 18, the mean 
square error (MSE) for the proposed technique shows 
an improvement in complexity by 45.8% over the 
wide band spectral matrix filter that proposed (MC-
WBSMF) in [7]. Furthermore, it has an improvement 
in the accuracy by 38.02% over the SVD algorithm in 
[1]. 
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Fig.2-Eigenvalues of estimated reduced dimension 
covariance spectral matrix 
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  Fig.3-H component of initial data set      
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Fig.4-V Component of initial data set 
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   Fig.5-Z Component of initial data set           
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Fig.6-H component of filtered data  
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Fig.7-V Component of filtered data  
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Fig.8- Z Component of filtered data             
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Fig.9- H Component of first extracted primary wave 
after filtering                                               
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Fig.10- V Component of first extracted primary wave 
after filtering                                               
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Fig.11- Z Component of first extracted primary wave 
after filtering                                                          
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Fig.12- H Component of second extracted primary wave 
after filtering                                               
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Fig.13- V Component of second extracted primary wave 
after filtering                                                         
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Fig.14- Z Component of second extracted primary wave 
after filtering                                               
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Fig.15-Hodogram of initial data set 
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Fig.16-Hodogram of first extracted primary waves 
(elliptically polarized) after filtering                      
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Fig.17-Hodograme of second extracted primary waves 
(linearly polarized) after filtering   
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Fig.18-  (MSE) comparison between the proposed algorithm 
and WBSMF algorithm.  
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Fig.19-frequency spectrum of H component before filtering               
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Fig.20-frequency spectrum of V component before filtering               
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Fig.21-frequency spectrum of Z component before filtering       
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Fig.22-frequency spectrum of V component after filtering    
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Fig.23-frequency spectrum of H component after filtering   
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Fig.24-frequency spectrum of Z component after filtering               
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V. CONCLUSION 
 
A new method for enhancing the SNR of the 
seismic section as well as blind separation and 
identification of the primary seismic wave for multi-
component seismic data has been presented. The 
proposed method is derived from MC-WBSMF 
algorithm. The eigenvalue decomposition of the 
reduced dimension covariance spectral matrix has 
been derived from the SVD. Therefore, filtering is 
achieved by the projection of the initial data set onto 
the signal subspace. This generates an efficient SNR 
wave-field seismic section enhancement. The blind 
separation of first and second primary wave has been 
accomplished. Furthermore, the Hodogram has clearly 
demonstrated the success of extracted primary seismic 
waves. Compared with other conventional algorithms, 
the proposed method shows outstanding performance 
as it reduces the computational time by 45.8% over 
the wide band spectral matrix algorithm as well as 
improving the accuracy by 38.02% over the SVD 
algorithm 
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